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NOTE FROM THE EDITOR 

As Spring hits, we welcome you to another edition of our popular Hetherington Post, 
detailing the latest in Tenement News, Mining Law and Environmental Approvals.

In this edition, we provide a breakdown of the various government grants 
available to exploration and mining projects across each state, with upcoming 
deadlines as early as October 31 2022.

It is good to see that these government support initiatives will now be 
supplemented by a newly announced $50.5 million which will go towards helping 
unlock our critical minerals potential through the establishment of the Australian 
Critical Minerals Research and Development Hub. Other updates include a 
summary of changes to the community consultation policy in NSW and the 
NSW regulator’s compliance priorities which have just been released.

In our practical “How to Tools” section we provide a summary of the various 
Australian Tenement Terms and Obligations across each state and territory in 
Australia. At Hetherington, with offices across the country and a team of qualified 
lawyers, environmental experts and tenement managers dealing with approvals 
in each state, we are continuously struck by the many nuances and complexities 
faced by exploration and mining companies in managing their tenure across 
borders. Hopefully this tool will come in handy.

In other news, the team at Hetherington has spent an enjoyable last few months 
reconnecting with colleagues at various industry events, from NSW Mineral 
Council’s HSEC conference in the Hunter Valley and AMEC’s Boardroom lunch 
with the Hon. Deputy NSW Premier, Paul Toole to Diggers & Dealers in Kalgoorlie 
and the 2022 Australian Nickel Conference In Perth. 

Finally, the Hetherington team is looking forward to presenting at the 4th Annual 
Indian Coal Conference in New Delhi in November on “India and Australia,
A Great Partnership in Mining” and promoting the many benefits of investing
in exploration and mining in Australia. Stay tuned for more on this!

Government Support Initiatives at a Glance

STATE INITIATIVE STAGE ALLOCATION DEADLINE HOW

NSW
New Frontiers 

Exploration 
Program

Round 5 Up to $150k 
per applicant

31 October 
2022

NSW

Critical 
Minerals 

Activation 
Fund

Stream 2 Between 
$2m and 

$10m 

31 October 
2022

NT

Resourcing 
the Territory 

Initiative

Annual Up to $3m Submissions 
open late 
February 

2023.

QLD

Collaborative 
Exploration 

Initiative

Round 7 Individual 
grants of up 

to $200k 

Submissions 
open in 

November 
2022

WA

Western 
Australian 

Exploration 
Incentive 
Scheme

Annual $5M including 
$250k per 

series

Submissions 
open in 

February 
2023.

CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE

https://www.regional.nsw.gov.au/meg/geoscience/new-frontiers-exploration-program
https://www.regional.nsw.gov.au/meg/nsw-resources/critical-minerals-and-high-tech-metals-activation-fund
https://resourcingtheterritory.nt.gov.au/
https://www.business.qld.gov.au/industries/mining-energy-water/resources/geoscience-information/exploration-incentives/exploration-grants/submission-timelines
https://www.dmp.wa.gov.au/Geological-Survey/EIS-Government-co-funded-1433.aspx
https://www.linkedin.com/company/hetherington/
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GOVERNMENT SUPPORT INITIATIVES
INSIGHTS FROM THE FIELD

Attracting investment into Australia’s resources sector is a high priority for the Australian federal, state 
and territory governments. It is recognised government initiatives support the long-term sustainability of 
the resources sector by encouraging exploration and discovery, particularly in under-explored regions. 
Have you considered your eligibility for the range of initiatives currently available?

1

2

3

4

5

Applications for round five of the New Frontiers Exploration Program in New South 
Wales are now open. Applications close on 31 October 2022. Round five has been 
extended so applicants can now apply for funding for both drilling and geophysical 
programs which demonstrate strong prospectivity, sound financial planning and a 
proven technical base. Up to $150,000.00 is available to any applicant from a pool 
of $1,500,000.00 in funding. A maximum of $100,000.00 is available for drilling 
programs and $50,000.00 for geophysical acquisition.

The New South Wales government has announced the $130,000,000.00 Critical 
Minerals Activation Fund, designed to accelerate investment and deliver on the 
vision for the state to be a major global supplier and processor of critical minerals 
and high-tech metals into the future. The fund is to be delivered across multiple 
rounds, with the first round consisting of two streams – the project activation 
studies stream (stream one) and the enabling project infrastructure stream (stream 
two). Applications under stream one closed on 4 October 2022. Applications 
for funding under stream two are currently open and close on 31 October 2022. 
This stream provides funding of between $2,000,000.00 and $10,000,000.00 to 
support key infrastructure projects.  

The Northern Territory Government has a $9.5 million per annum ‘Resourcing 
the Territory Initiative’ administered by the Northern Territory Geological Survey. 
This initiative funds the Geophysics and Drilling Collaborations competitive grants 
program, under which up to $3,000,000.00 was allocated in its last round to co-
fund projects that address geoscientific knowledge gaps, advance exploration 
activity and support the discovery and development of resources in the Territory. 
Applications for the next round of funding open in late February 2023.

Interested in funding for projects in Queensland? Applications for round seven 
of the Collaborative Exploration Initiative are expected to open in November 
2022, with further details of funding available to follow. The last three rounds of 
funding provided between thirteen and twenty-four companies, with projects 
across the state, with individual grants of up to $200,000.00 to assist with frontier 
exploration, innovative exploration concepts or exploration of new economy 
minerals and high demand commodities.

Several funding opportunities are available under the Western Australian 
Exploration Incentive Scheme, managed by the Geological Survey and Resource 
Strategy Division within the Department of Mines, Industry Regulation and safety. 
Under the co-funded exploration drilling program, approximately $5,000,000.00 
per year is allocated to co-funding of innovative exploration drilling projects. Under 
the co-funded energy analysis program, approximately $250,000.00 per series is 
allocated to fund petroleum and geothermal companies to undertake analysis of 
physical samples, reprocessing of data (e.g. seismic) and desktop or data studies. 
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COMMUNITY CONSULTATION 
RECENT REGULATORY UPDATES
Key Takeaways

The Department of Regional NSW (‘the Department’) 
– Division of Mining, Exploration and Geoscience 
(‘MEG’) has introduced changes to the requirements 
for community consultant reports, as established in the 
Exploration Code of Practice: Community Consultation 
(March 2016), the Guideline for community 
consultation requirements for exploration (March 
2016) and the Exploration Guideline: Annual activity 
reporting for prospecting titles (December 2020) in an 
effort to improve access to information and enhance 
transparency.

Key Facts

▶ Under the amendments, title holders will no longer 
be required to submit community consultation 
reports (‘CCR’s’) to MEG. Instead, holders will need 
to provide the CCR within 14 days of receiving a 
request, or where possible make them publicly 
available on the holder’s website. 

▶ Title holders will also have a mandatory requirement 
for the report to respond to issues raised through 
the consultation process through analyzing 
feedback and documenting outcomes and revise 
their community consultation strategy accordingly.

▶ There will be a transitional period of 6 months from 
the date of publishing the updated code before 
titleholders will be required to comply with the new 
changes.

Key Impacts

The changes will see a greater emphasis placed on 
the need for community consultation strategies to 
grow and adapt in response to feedback received. It is 
now more important than ever that explorers ensure 
their community consultation strategy is up to date, 
with findings used to identify any trends or emerging 
issues. A failure to do so, resulting in stagnation of 
strategy, may see explorers lose their social licence to 
operate in the area, and face continuing difficulties in 
public relations.

Following publishment of the amendments, title 
holders may continue to submit their annual CCR 
to MEG for the following six-month period. After 
this date, title holders will be required to comply 
with the amended code, including the publishment 
requirements. Given the public nature of the reports, 
it will be important for the title holders to reassess 
their current processes in writing CCRs, particularly 
in ensuring the confidentiality of parties involved, 
and review their community consultation strategies 
accordingly, prior to the end of this transitional period.

Whilst the requirement to submit the CCRs for 
assessment by MEG will be removed, the Resources 
Regulator audit programme targeting community 
consultation will continue.  Failure to meet the new 
requirements will be an offence under Section 378D of 
the Mining Act and may result in regulatory action.
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Key Takeaways

The NSW Resources Regulator has released its 
compliance priorities for July to December 2022. 
These compliance priorities set out the Regulator’s 
activities for the next six-month period, including 
its assessment programs, strategic programs, 
investigation priorities and workshop and seminar 
timetables.

Key Facts

Compliance priorities released by the Regulator 
include:

▶ Lifting and craneage: review of controls 
implemented across NSW mines associated with 
lifting or suspended loads and mobile crane 
operations.

▶ Hazard reporting: seeks to gain insights into the 
reporting culture at NSW mine sites, with concerns 
to be explored including a fear of reporting hazards, 
reluctance by casual labor to report and reprisals 
when hazards are reported.

▶ Working at heights safety: review and raise 
awareness of the working at heights critical controls.

The Regulator will also be undertaking a variety 
of Mining Act assessment programs, including 
planned compliance audits to determine Mining Act 
compliance, and reviews of the quarry sector.

▶ The Mining Act Compliance audit will cover both 
general compliance with the Mining Act 1992 
and Mining Regulation 2016, and conditions of 
an authorization. Emphasis is also being placed 
on community consultation in exploration, as 
discussed above, and environmental management 
and rehabilitation. Particular attention should also 
be paid by those who have received New Frontiers 
cooperative drilling funding, with recipients 
increasingly likely to be audited to ensure continue 
compliance.

▶ Further investigation is also planned to identify 
quarries operating without a necessary 
authorization under the Mining Act. While many 
quarries will not require a mining authorization, 
a review is being undertaken by the regulator 
throughout industry to ensure compliance. Those 
who are unsure as to their compliance obligations 
should undertake a thorough review to ensure they 
are acting within their authority.

Key Impacts

Explorers should be diligent in ensuring regular 
reviews of their compliance obligations, particularly 
those emphasized as a priority of the Regulator over 
the coming months. Ensuring that all documentation is 
accurate and up to date, and that matters of Regulator 
priority have been addressed within those documents 
will ensure ongoing compliance and avoid any 
regulatory action. 

REGULATOR’S COMPLIANCE PRIORITIES RELEASED
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SUMMARY OF AUSTRALIAN TENEMENT OBLIGATIONS
HOW TO TOOLS

JURISDICTION TREATMENT 
TYPE OBLIGATION STANDARD LODGEMENT WINDOW*

NSW

EL, AL Annual Activity Report
Annually within 1 calendar month of grant anniversary 
date (GAD)

ML
Annual Report 
(geoscientific)

Annually within 1 calendar month of GAD

EL, AL, ML Rent and Levy
Annually within 30 days of invoice issued on the 10th 
day of the month after the GAD

WA

P, E, R, M
Form 5 Expenditure 
Report

Annually within 60 days of GAD

P, E, R, M
Annual Exploration 
Report

Annually within 60 days of GAD or by group 
report date

P, E, R, G, 
L, M

Rent Annually within 1 month of GAD

VIC

EL, RL
Annual Technical Report 
and Return

Annually within 28 days of the reporting date 
specified in the licence

ML
Annual Technical Report 
and Return

Annually within 28 days of 30 June 

EL, RL, ML Annual Rent Invoiced annually on 30 June and due by 28 July

NT

EL, ELR, ML Annual Report Annually within 60 days of the GAD

EL, ELR, ML
Rent and Administration 
Fee

Before the GAD of the second and each following 
operational year

QLD

EPM, EPC, 
MDL, ML

Annual Rent 

EP – Payable on or before the GAD

MDL, ML – Payable in advance not later than 31 
August of the previous rental year

EPM, EPC, 
MDL

Annual Activity Report Within 1 month of the GAD

MDL Annual Water Report Within within 1 calendar month of 30 June

SA

EL, ML, 
MPL, RL

Annual Fees
Invoices generally issued on 15th day of the month 
before GAD and payable within 30 days of invoice 
date

EL, ML, 
MPL, RL

Technical Exploration 
Report and Annual 
Activity Summary

Within 2 months of the end of the reporting period 
(normally aligned with GAD).

*Note – all cited lodgement windows are intended as a guide only and should be verified against relevant legislation and policy 
and individual tenement requirements.
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Connect with us on Linkedin for regular industry updates in the hetherington post
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